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Abstract 33 
The ability to adaptively regulate responses to the proximity of potential danger is critical to survival 34 

and imbalance in this system may contribute to psychopathology. The bed nucleus of the stria 35 

terminalis (BNST) is implicated in defensive responding during uncertain threat anticipation whereas 36 

the amygdala may drive responding upon more acute danger. This functional dissociation between 37 

the BNST and amygdala is however controversial, and human evidence scarce. Here we utilized data 38 

from two independent functional magnetic resonance imaging studies (N=108 males & N=70 (45 39 

females)) to probe how coordination between the BNST and amygdala may regulate responses 40 

during shock anticipation and actual shock confrontation. In a subset of participants from sample 2 41 

(N=48) we demonstrate that anticipation and confrontation evoke bradycardic and tachycardic 42 

responses respectively. Further, we show that in each sample when going from shock anticipation to 43 

the moment of shock confrontation neural activity shifted from a region anatomically consistent with 44 

the BNST towards the amygdala. Comparisons of functional connectivity during threat processing 45 

showed overlapping yet also consistently divergent functional connectivity profiles for the BNST and 46 

amygdala. Finally, childhood maltreatment levels predicted amygdala, but not BNST, hyperactivity 47 

during shock anticipation. Our results support an evolutionary conserved, defensive distance-48 

dependent dynamic balance between BNST and amygdala activity. Shifts in this balance may enable 49 

shifts in defensive reactions via the demonstrated differential functional connectivity. Our results 50 

indicate that early life stress may tip the neural balance towards acute threat responding and via that 51 

route predispose for affective disorder.   52 

Significance statement 53 
Previously proposed differential contributions of the BNST and amygdala to fear and anxiety have 54 

been recently debated. In spite of the significance of understanding their contributions to defensive 55 

reactions, there is a paucity of human studies that directly compared these regions on activity and 56 

connectivity during threat processing. We show strong evidence for a dissociable role of the BNST 57 

and amygdala in threat processing by demonstrating in two large participant samples that they show 58 
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a distinct temporal signature of threat responding as well as a discriminable pattern of functional 59 

connections and differential sensitivity to early life threat. 60 

Introduction 61 

Evolution equipped organisms with an array of defense systems that through appropriately timed 62 

recruitment allow optimal responses to a multitude of dangerous situations (Davis et al., 2010; 63 

Hermans et al., 2014). Threat proximity is a critical factor to determine which defensive mode is 64 

selected (Blanchard et al., 1990; Fanselow, 1994; McNaughton and Corr, 2004). These modes 65 

represent qualitatively different functional repertoires for dealing with a threat according to its 66 

proximity and are rooted in evolutionary conserved ecological patterns of dealing with predator 67 

threat (Mobbs et al., 2015). For example, confrontation with a distant threat may elicit an attentive 68 

state of threat anticipation associated with phasic heart rate slowing (Bradley, 2009; Hagenaars et 69 

al., 2014). However, acute danger, such as when facing direct physical contact with a predator, may 70 

require instantaneous action to directly flee or fight. This switch into action has been associated with 71 

increased heart rate (Bradley et al., 2005; Low et al., 2008).  72 

Research in rodents suggests that defensive responses associated with threat anticipation and acute 73 

confrontation arise out of distinct neural circuits (Fanselow, 1994; Davis, 2006; Davis et al., 2010). 74 

These studies have mostly focused on the phase immediately preceding the actual aversive outcome 75 

and find that defensive responses to such acute threats appear mediated by the midbrain upon its 76 

activation by the amygdala (Davis and Whalen, 2001; McNaughton and Corr, 2004; Mobbs et al., 77 

2007; Mobbs et al., 2015). Defensive responses during more distant threat anticipation might 78 

additionally involve anterior forebrain structures, in particular the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis 79 

(BNST) (Davis, 2006; Duvarci et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2010; Fox et al., 2015a). The BNST, considered 80 

part of the extended amygdala, has strong connections with the amygdala and a strikingly similar 81 

cytoarchitecture (McDonald, 2003; Price, 2003).  82 
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Disentangling the neurocircuitry of defensive responses related to threat anticipation and acute 83 

confrontation could provide critical insight into fear- and anxiety-related psychopathology (Grillon, 84 

2008; Davis et al., 2010; Grupe and Nitschke, 2013). Human fMRI studies have reported BNST 85 

activation to threat anticipation (Straube et al., 2007; Mobbs et al., 2010; Alvarez et al., 2011; 86 

Somerville et al., 2011; Grupe et al., 2013; McMenamin et al., 2014), yet little is known about 87 

potential differential contributions of the BNST and amygdala to human defense-related responses 88 

(cf. Alvarez et al., 2011; Fox et al., 2015a). Whether these regions have differential roles is debated 89 

given  evidence for a large overlap in function and connectivity (Gungor and Pare, 2016; Shackman 90 

and Fox, 2016) as well as strong evidence that both regions are implicated in responding to distal 91 

threats in rodents (Davis et al., 2010; Tovote et al., 2015). Further, whether BNST and amygdala 92 

functioning might differentially mediate risk for developing stress-related psychopathology is still 93 

unclear (Grupe and Nitschke, 2013; Fox et al., 2015a).  94 

In the current study, cues signaling potential future electrical shock administration were presented to 95 

trigger a defensive mode of threat anticipation, expected to be associated with heart rate slowing. 96 

Direct physical confrontation with the shock was expected to trigger an acute confrontation 97 

defensive mode associated with heart rate acceleration. Functional magnetic resonance imaging 98 

(fMRI) data from two independent samples (N = 108 & N = 70) were used to test differential 99 

involvement of the BNST and amygdala during each mode. First we confirmed that distinct heart rate 100 

reactions were associated with shock anticipation and confrontation in a subgroup of participants 101 

from sample 2 with available ECG data (acquired outside the MRI scanner; N = 48). Next we 102 

determined across both samples how our two regions of interest were associated with (1) distinct 103 

temporal signatures of responding to threat [Region x Mode interaction], (2) different patterns of 104 

functional connectivity, and (3) differential impact by major risk factors for anxiety-related 105 

psychopathology. For the latter we specifically tested relations with levels of early life stress in the 106 

form of childhood maltreatment (Heim and Nemeroff, 2001; Teicher and Samson, 2013) and trait 107 

anxiety (Barlow, 2000; Indovina et al., 2011). 108 
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Materials and Methods 109 

Studies were approved by local medical ethical committees from Radboud University Medical Centre 110 

(RUMC) and University Medical Centre Utrecht (UMCU). 111 

Subjects 112 

Participants were recruited through advertisements posted around the Radboud University Medical 113 

Centre (sample 1: 108 males) and Utrecht University (70 subjects, 21 males). All subjects were aged 114 

18-30 (respective mean age = 21.8 and 21.9 years, SD = 2.5 and 2.3 years) and reported no regular 115 

use of psychoactive drugs or history of neurological and psychiatric disorder, allowing us to evaluate 116 

inter-individual differences in neural mechanisms related to psychopathology in a relatively 117 

homogeneous sample without disease related confounds (e.g. medication intake). After complete 118 

description of the study to the subjects, written informed consent was obtained. 119 

The samples partly overlap with those of a previous investigation concerning an independent 120 

question about genetic variability in preparatory threat reactions (Klumpers et al., 2015b). The 121 

subjects were not explicitly selected based on genotype and previous analyses showed genotype 122 

distributions in both samples in accordance with the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. We analyzed only 123 

the directly relevant data from these datasets to avoid inflated type 1 error inherent to multiple 124 

testing. We nevertheless briefly describe the available data here for transparency (Simmons et al., 125 

2011). Data from sample 1 were selected from a large-scale project on individual differences in stress 126 

effects on various cognitive and affective domains including their neural underpinnings (Everaerd et 127 

al., 2015; Henckens et al., 2016). Only male participants were included in this study because of the 128 

difficulty in controlling for the effects of menstrual cycle on the stress response (Kirschbaum et al., 129 

1999).In the context of this study we additionally acquired various stress coping personality scores 130 

(behavioral approach/avoidance scale, Beck depression Inventory, stress coping, neuroticism) and 131 

measures of stress reactivity in response to stressful movies (e.g. HR, blood pressure, cortisol) as well 132 

as fMRI data in the context of resting state, emotional face matching and a declarative memory 133 
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paradigm (Berkers et al., 2016). These data were not analyzed because they are not directly relevant 134 

to the current question (BIS/BAS, stress coping, fMRI data), showed only limited variation in this 135 

healthy sample (depression) were strongly associated to our primary measure of trait anxiety (NEO-136 

Neuroticism) and/or not available in sample 2 and not critical to the empirical question at hand 137 

(stress reactivity measures). 138 

In the context of the study that included sample 2, we had acquired personality 139 

characteristics of behavioral approach/avoidance, harm avoidance, novelty seeking, neuroticism 140 

(NEO), attentional control (ACS), and worry (Penn state worry questionnaire). In addition, there were 141 

behavioral data acquired regarding attentional bias to threats and attentional control. Again, we 142 

focused a priori on those measures that overlapped with sample 1 and were of immediate relevance 143 

to the question at hand. 144 

   145 

Experimental designs 146 

Experiment 1 147 

Subjects of sample 1 were informed that they would see a yellow or blue square on a computer 148 

screen and would receive electrical shocks. The level of the shocks, administered to the fingers, was 149 

set before the experiment to a subjective intensity that was maximally uncomfortable without being 150 

painful. Subjects were instructed to pay attention to the screen and informed that a relationship 151 

existed between the stimuli and shocks. Colored squares were presented for 4 seconds in pseudo-152 

randomized order. Each stimulus was presented 18 times with an inter-trial interval of 11-13 153 

seconds. One square color (threat cue) co-terminated with the presentation of the shock on one-154 

third of the trials, the other color square (safe cue) was never paired with shock. Only non-reinforced 155 

trials were used for analyses (Klumpers et al., 2015b). 156 
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Experiment 2 157 

Subjects of sample 2 were explicitly informed beforehand that upon presentation of one particular 158 

picture of a male face with neutral facial expression (threat cue) a shock might be administered at 159 

any time (Klumpers et al., 2010). A second male face with neutral facial expression (safe cue) would 160 

never be paired with shock. Subjects were instructed to rest between trials and accordingly the word 161 

“REST” (in Dutch) was presented during the inter-trial interval. As in experiment 1, each subject 162 

underwent a standardized procedure to set shock intensities individually before the experiment 163 

(Klumpers et al., 2010). The experiment consisted of 42 presentations of each cue in semi-random 164 

order. Cue durations were jittered between 6 and 12 seconds with an inter-trial interval of 8-12 165 

seconds. Shock was administered at unpredictable timing (0.5-11.5 seconds post onset) during one 166 

out of every six threat cues. This aimed to maximally reduce collinearity between cue onset, offset 167 

and shock (Klumpers et al., 2010).  168 

Heart rate assessment 169 

Previously we showed that the anticipation of threat in both experiments produced robust increases 170 

in defensive responses indexed by skin conductance and startle responses (Klumpers et al., 2015b). 171 

Here, we specifically analyzed beat-to-beat HR variability because only HR would dissociate between 172 

states of ambiguous anticipation and an immediate fight/flight given (i) the continuous assessment of 173 

HR and (ii) the bidirectional control of HR via the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system 174 

responses associated with action and action preparation respectively (c.f. Bradley et al., 2001; Low et 175 

al., 2015).  We thus utilized ECG data available from a subsample of the subjects from sample 2 (N = 176 

48) who performed the same task in a separate session in the psychophysiological laboratory 177 

(Klumpers et al., 2012).  178 

Heart rate was continuously assessed during the task via a 3-lead placement at 2048 Hz with a 179 

Biosemi Active Two system and FLAT active Ag/Ag-Cl electrodes (Biosemi, Amsterdam, The 180 

Netherlands). Data were processed offline in Vision Analyzer (Brainproducts, Gilching, Germany). 181 
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After filtering out signals of non-interest (high-pass 3hz, 24 dB/oct; low-pass 27hz, 24 dB/oct), 182 

automatic R-peak detection was performed using Analyzer’s EKG solution. All segments were visually 183 

checked and, if necessary, thresholds for peak scoring and peak locations were manually corrected to 184 

ascertain that heart rate assessment was not disrupted due to artefacts such as movement or 185 

electrical stimulation. Next, inter-beat intervals (IBI’s; the time between two consecutive R-peaks) 186 

were calculated and converted into HR in beats per minute (BPM). HR was extracted for all trials 187 

from 1s before to 4s post stimulus onset. To avoid contamination with (additional) shocks or startle 188 

probes, segments with additional stimuli occurring from 5.5s pre-stimulus to 5.5 s post-stimulus were 189 

excluded. For statistical analysis HR time series from 0.5s pre-stimulus baseline to 4s post-stimulus 190 

baseline were subsequently down-sampled to 1 value per 0.5 seconds and averaged per subject and 191 

stimulus (safe, threat, shock).  192 

 Data in beats per minute were evaluated statistically using repeated measures analyses of variance 193 

on 10 sequential time points relative to onset of either cue or electrical stimulation (-0.5s, 0s, 0.5s, 194 

1s, 1.5s, 2s, 2.5s, 3s, 3.5s, 4s). All statistics were performed on these values, baseline corrected for t = 195 

-1s prior to stimulus onset. Greenhouse-Geisser degrees of freedom corrections for sphericity 196 

violations were applied when appropriate.  197 

Childhood maltreatment & trait anxiety assessment 198 

Childhood maltreatment was assessed in sample 1 using a Dutch translation of the Childhood Trauma 199 

Questionnaire short form (CTQ-sf), a well-validated questionnaire to assess early life trauma 200 

(Bernstein et al., 2003; Thombs et al., 2009). This 25-item scale asks for childhood maltreatment on 5 201 

subscales: Sexual abuse, Physical abuse, Emotional abuse, Emotional neglect and Physical neglect. 202 

Cronbach’s α indicated high consistency of responses in our sample (α = .82), indicating that subjects 203 

completed the questionnaire reliably. Trait anxiety was indexed through the trait portion of the 204 

Spielberger state/trait anxiety inventory (Defares et al., 1980). 205 
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MR-acquisition protocols 206 

Experiment 1 207 

MR data of Experiment 1 were acquired on a 1.5 T Avanto MR scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) 208 

at the Donders Institute in Nijmegen. A series of 302 T2*-weighted functional images were acquired 209 

using gradient echo-planar imaging (EPI) with the following parameters: 32 oblique transverse slices, 210 

voxel size = 3.5 X 3.3 X 3.3 mm, repetition time (TR) = 2.34 s, flip angle α = 90°, echo time (TE) = 35 211 

ms. A 3D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) anatomical T1-weigthed image was 212 

acquired for normalization purposes (176 slices, 1 mm isotropic, TR = 2730 ms, TE = 2.95 ms). 213 

Experiment 2 214 

Imaging of experiment 2 was performed on a Philips 3T Achieva MRI scanner (Philips Medical 215 

Systems, Best, The Netherlands) at UMCU. In three runs 2250 T2*-weighted volumes were acquired 216 

using a 3D PRESTO sequence (39 sagittal slices, voxel size = 3.5 mm isotropic, TR = 0.813 ms, α = 217 

8.85°, TE = 23 ms). A T1-weighted anatomical image was again obtained for normalization (175 slices, 218 

1 mm isotropic, TR = 8.4 ms, , α = 17°, TE = 3.8 ms). 219 

fMRI data analysis 220 

Functional scans from both experiments were realigned and co-registered to the anatomical scan in 221 

SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). Structural images were in SPM 222 

segmented and normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 T1-template image 223 

using the grey matter for calculation of the nonlinear transformation matrix. This matrix was used to 224 

spatially normalize all functional images. The normalized images (3.5 mm isotropic) were then 225 

smoothed with an isotropic 3D gaussian kernel with 8 mm full width at half maximum. Time series 226 

inspection indicated global signal increases in scans surrounding shock administration, too large and 227 

abrupt to be BOLD and potentially caused by movement or magnetic field distortions. Therefore, in 228 

both experiments, we used SPM’s proportional scaling for analysis of the shock responses. This scan-229 

by-scan scaling of each voxel according to the global scan average avoided that the artefacts could 230 
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lead to artificial activations attributed to the shock. Indeed, we observed this scaling removed 231 

spurious activation in white matter/CSF. Nevertheless, analysis without scaling returned a highly 232 

similar dissociation between our ROIs.  233 

In SPM8 general linear models were composed to relate Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) 234 

signal variation in each voxel to the task conditions. The predictors of neural activity were the threat 235 

cues, safe cues and shocks and these were modelled with boxcars with appropriate durations. 236 

Following previous work (Klumpers et al., 2010; Klumpers et al., 2014), in experiment 2 both the 237 

onset and offset responses to each cue were additionally modelled using a delta function (zero 238 

duration; analyses on offset responses to be reported elsewhere). Realignment parameters were 239 

included in the model as regressors of no interest. High-pass filtering (cut-off 128s) and a first-order 240 

autoregressive model were used as standard.  241 

Reactions to threat and safe cues were contrasted in each subject to index shock anticipation. For 242 

experiment 1 this entailed contrasting responses modelled by the 4s boxcars. For experiment 2, 243 

event-related responses to the threat onsets were compared with those of the safe cue. Analyses of 244 

the 6-12s boxcar regressors in experiment 2 revealed similar threat-responsive regions as reported 245 

below for the onset regressors (cf. (Klumpers et al., 2010)). Consistent with earlier work (Klumpers et 246 

al., 2015b) they are omitted for brevity, as the onset regressors are arguably more comparable to the 247 

data from experiment 1 given the longer cue durations in the experiment 2.  248 

The single subject contrast maps for shock anticipation (threat versus safe cue) and immediate threat 249 

(shock vs. inter trial interval) were subsequently subjected to random effects analyses in the form of 250 

a one-sample t-test. While these contrasts were chosen as the most adequate operationalization, the 251 

results were confirmed by additional analysis on the contrasts threat cue versus inter-trial interval 252 

and shock versus either threat or safe cue. Important, each of these analyses gave similar results, i.e. 253 

a similar dissociation between BNST and amygdala. Whole brain results were family-wise error (FWE) 254 

corrected for multiple comparisons according to random field theory (p < .05) and  subsequently 255 
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small volume FWE P <.05 correction was applied for our two regions of interest (after initial 256 

threshold p < .001 uncorrected unless otherwise specified; (Woo et al., 2014)). All functional MRI 257 

results figures are created in MRIcron, with use of the MRIcron CH2better anatomical template 258 

image. While we did not make predictions concerning the role of individual amygdala subregions, we 259 

report the location of reported amygdala activations relative to known cytoarchitectonic sub-regions 260 

of the amygdala using the SPM anatomy toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2007). This toolbox provides an 261 

index of the probability that a given amygdala subregion is activated based on the overlap of the 262 

activation with probability maps of the centromedial, superficial and basolateral amygdala (CMA, SFA 263 

and BLA respectively). For this index, named Pexcess, values > 1 indicate that the activation overlaps 264 

with areas that have a high probability of belonging to that cytoarchitectonic region and Pexcess < 1 265 

indicates that activation primarily intersects with peripheral regions (Eickhoff et al., 2007). The small 266 

size of these regions relative to our voxel size and smoothing kernel makes that these results should 267 

be mainly used as an indication of which subregion was activated most strongly and not as evidence 268 

for a dissociation between regions. 269 

To directly compare activity levels in each region during both stages of defensive processing we 270 

extracted mean contrast estimates for the main regions of interest using the MARSBAR toolbox 271 

(Brett et al., 2002). The amygdala was defined using the automated anatomical labelling atlas 272 

(Maldjian et al., 2003). The BNST was defined based on a recent study that used ultra-high resolution 273 

MRI and a dedicated MR-pulse sequence to segment the BSNT from surrounding tissue (Avery et al., 274 

2014). We used this anatomically defined BNST mask (normalized to MNI space) as kindly shared by 275 

the authors (Avery et al., 2014). 276 

We performed functional connectivity analysis to investigate connectivity profiles for each region of 277 

interest (bilateral BNST and amygdala) in each sample. To this end we extracted in SPM each region’s 278 

average activity time course over the experiment as reflected in the first eigenvariate. Regressors 279 

representing these time courses for both regions were added to the first level model for each 280 
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experiment so that their correlation with other regions across the experiment could be explored. To 281 

minimize influence of confounds such as movement, we added for each subject an individually 282 

defined mean CSF time course as nuisance regressor. To confirm interconnectivity between 283 

amygdala and BNST we contrasted for both BNST and amygdala their respective time course with the 284 

CSF time course to control for global motion effects that may not have been eliminated from the 285 

data by including the standard motion regressors. Mean connectivity estimates for the ROIs were 286 

then extracted from this map to test interconnectivity. Subsequently, we obtained a map of regions 287 

showing stronger connectivity to either amygdala or BNST by directly contrasting the correlation 288 

maps for BNST and amygdala. We further verified whether activity and connectivity in our regions of 289 

interest was affected by motion in additional analyses using framewise displacement as an index of 290 

movement (Power et al., 2014).  291 

Results 292 

Heart rate analysis 293 

Shock anticipation and confrontation were associated with distinct cardiac responses as witnessed by 294 

main effects of stimulus (threat cue, safe cue, shock; F(1.3, 60.1) = 32.9, p < .001), time (-0.5s to 4s; F(2.8, 295 

132.9) = 4.4, p = .007) and most critically a stimulus-by-time interaction (F(3.5,165.8)  = 15.9, p < .001). As 296 

predicted, we observed greater HR deceleration during the threat cue compared to the safe cue 297 

(cue-by-time F(1.9,90.7) = 13.3, p < .001). Follow-up tests indicated that the threat cue was associated 298 

with robust HR deceleration from 0.5s onwards (time effect F(1.9,88.9)  = 33.1, p < .001; Figure 1). The 299 

safe cue was associated with a subtle HR deceleration (time effect F(2.6,124.1)  = 3.3, p = .03). 300 

Conversely, HR acceleration was observed following the shock administration both relative to the 301 

safe cue (cue-by-time F(2.9,135.5) = 10.6, p < .001) and to the pre-stimulus baseline (time effect F(2.8,132.3) 302 

= 9.7, p < .001; Figure 1). These results suggest that shock anticipation and confrontation are 303 

associated with opposite cardiac reactions linked respectively to passive vigilance and immediate 304 

reaction (Low et al., 2008; Bradley, 2009; Hagenaars et al., 2014). 305 
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Whole brain fMRI analysis 306 

Initial whole brain analyses in sample 1 confirmed that shock anticipation was associated with BOLD 307 

signal increase in a bilateral basal forebrain region closely matching the anatomical location of the 308 

BNST which was replicated in the smaller sample 2 at a lower threshold after small volume correction 309 

(Figure 2; Table 1). These significant BOLD increases fell within our independent anatomical BNST 310 

definition (Study 1: 8/4/4 and -6/0/2 Study 2: -7/0/4 and 7/4/0; c.f. Table 1) and the Harvard-Oxford 311 

atlas suggests it is generally unlikely these peaks lie within subcortical regions directly surrounding 312 

the BNST (for caudate and thalamus the highest observed probabilities across both hemispheres and 313 

studies were 38% and 44%; average probabilities across hemispheres and studies: caudate 17%, 314 

thalamus 21%, accumbens 0%). Whole brain corrected BOLD signal increases were also found in the 315 

dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and anterior insula. We found no evidence for amygdala activation 316 

during threat anticipation at whole brain corrected significance levels (cf. Mechias et al., 2010; 317 

Fullana et al., 2016). At lower small-volume corrected thresholds, only in sample 1 a large cluster of 318 

activation from the insula and striatum “spilled over” to the amygdala, particularly the centromedial 319 

aspects (Left: Pexcess CMA = 1.41; SFA = 1.05; BLA = 0.77; right: CMA = 1.22, SFA = 1.12 and BLA = 320 

0.85; data not shown). Conversely, actual shock confrontation was associated with robust whole 321 

brain corrected bilateral amygdala BOLD increases in both samples (Figure 2). This activation 322 

centered in the superficial amygdala region (study 1 left: Pexcess SFA = 1.46; BLA = 1.32; CMA = 1.07; 323 

right SFA = 1.54, BLA = 1.0 and CMA = 0.79; study 2 left SFA = 1.53, CMA = 0.82; BLA = 0.58; right SFA 324 

= 1.30, CMA = 0.87 and BLA = 0.53). The anterior insula and dorsal medial prefrontal cortex also 325 

exhibited BOLD increases following shock confrontation, but significant BOLD increases only 326 

extended into the right BNST for the larger sample (Table 2; Figure 2). Only at lower thresholds the 327 

BNST showed a small volume corrected significant BOLD increase to shock confrontation in both 328 

samples (Table 2).  329 

 330 
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Region x Mode analysis 331 
To directly compare activity levels in each region during both modes of defensive processing we 332 

extracted mean activity level (indexed by the contrast value) from each anatomically defined region 333 

(Figure 3). A 2x2 Region-by-Mode repeated measures analysis revealed no main effect of region in 334 

either sample, indicating no differences between regions in overall signal. More important, both 335 

experiments showed a defensive mode dependent switch in the relative activation of the 336 

anatomically defined BNST vs. amygdala (region-by-mode interaction sample 1: F(1,107) = 86.9; p <.001, 337 

sample 2: F(1,69) = 9.0 p = .004). Follow-up analyses consistently indicated more prominent BNST BOLD 338 

signal increase during shock anticipation and a more prominent response in the amygdala during 339 

shock confrontation (Figure 3B-E). During shock anticipation, BOLD increase was greater in the BNST 340 

than amygdala for each sample considered separately (sample 1: t(107) = 7.8, p <.001 Fig 3B; sample 2: 341 

t(69) = 2.5, p = .01; Figure 3C) and this was also true comparing to the amygdala subregions that 342 

showed most evidence for activation during this stage (BNST vs. CMA & SFA p’s < .001 for study 1; p’s 343 

< .01 for study 2). Conversely, the amygdala evinced greater BOLD increases than the BNST during 344 

the period of shock confrontation (t(107) = 7.8, p < .001; Figure 3D; t(69) = 2.0, p = .05; Figure 3E). BNST 345 

BOLD increased during shock anticipation in both samples (t(107) = 8.0, p < .001 and t(69) = 3.1, p = .003; 346 

Figure 3B+C) but amygdala BOLD did not (t(107) = 1.65, p = .10 and t(69) < 1, n.s.; Figure 3B+C). In 347 

contrast, during shock confrontation the amygdala exhibited BOLD increases in each sample (t(107) = 348 

15.0, p < .001 and t(69) = 3.3, p = .002; Figure 3D+E), whereas BNST BOLD increases to shock 349 

confrontation were only found in sample 1 (t(107) = 3.5, p =.001 and t(69) < 1, n.s.; Figure 3D+E).  In 350 

sum, in each sample shock anticipation appeared associated with greater BNST activation whereas 351 

shock confrontation was linked to more amygdala activity.  352 

 353 

Motion control analyses 354 
To check whether potential residual movement might explain the observed dissociation in regional 355 

activity, we correlated signal change in amygdala and BNST during our conditions of interest with 356 
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mean framewise displacement (suggested in (Power et al., 2014). Framewise displacement did not 357 

correlate with activity in our ROIs, except for a weak but significant correlation with the amygdala 358 

during shock anticipation in sample 1 (r = .21, p =.03). A non-significant, but opposite correlation was 359 

observed for the amygdala activity during shock anticipation in sample 2 (sample 2: r = -.15, p =.20), 360 

making it unlikely that movement drove the consistently present condition effects. Including 361 

framewise displacement as a covariate in the region x defensive mode interaction analysis in sample 362 

1 indeed indicated the interaction of interest was still robustly present (F(1,106) = 20.5, p < .001). 363 

Together, there was no evidence for residual movement affecting our results of interest. 364 

 365 

Functional connectivity analysis 366 

In both samples we found mutual BNST-amygdala functional coupling during the tasks, extending 367 

previous reports on functional connectivity during rest (Avery et al., 2014; Torrisi et al., 2015). Thus, 368 

BOLD signal time course of the BNST was associated with that of the amygdala in both samples 369 

(sample 1: left x = -22, y =-6, z=-12; right x = 24, y  = -8, z = -14; both pFWE <.001;  sample 2: left x = -24, 370 

y = 0, z = -21; right x = 28, y = 4, z= -18; both pFWE < .001), particularly with the superficial amygdala 371 

subregion (study 1 left cluster: Pexcess SFA = 1.21; CMA = 1.13; BLA = 1.04; right SFA = 1.30; CMA = 372 

1.07; BLA = 1.07; study 2 left SFA = 1.57; BLA = 1.24; CMA = 0.76; right SFA = 1.66; BLA = 1.24; CMA = 373 

0.48). Likewise, the amygdala seed showed significant functional connectivity with the BNST in both 374 

samples (sample 1: left x = -8, y = 4, z= -4; right x = 8, y = 4, z = -4, both pFWE < .001; sample 2: left x = -375 

7, y =  4, z =  -4; right: x = 7, y = 0, z= -4; both pFWE < .001). 376 

Next we contrasted functional connectivity profiles for the BNST and amygdala to reveal each 377 

region’s distinct functional connectivity with the rest of the brain. The BNST, compared to the 378 

amygdala, showed greater coupling with the striatum, hypothalamus and perigenual medial 379 

prefrontal cortices in both samples (in each sample pFWE < .05; Figure 4; Table 3). The amygdala, 380 

relative to the BNST, showed more pronounced connectivity to the ventral occipital cortex, 381 
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hippocampus and to the brainstem in each sample (PFWE < .05 in both samples; Figure 4 & Table 3). 382 

Effects in other regions were not consistent between both samples (Figure 4), possibly due to 383 

variation in sample size and duration/timing differences between experiments. Regardless, the 384 

consistent findings indicate that the human BNST and amygdala show robust interconnectivity, yet 385 

distinct functional coupling to other regions. The BNST connected more with a striatal/prefrontal 386 

network, whereas the amygdala showed greater coupling to a ventrocaudal network including 387 

occipital cortex and brain stem. 388 

Since framewise displacement has been shown to impact functional connectivity estimates 389 

even after realignment (c.f. Satterthwaite et al., 2012; Powers et al., 2011), we verified all results by 390 

adding mean framewise displacement as a covariate in the second level whole brain analyses. 391 

Interconnectivity between the amygdala and BNST remained strongly significant in all tests (pFWE all 392 

< .005). Also, the differential connectivity results with FD as covariate were near identical to the 393 

results obtained without covariate, i.e. differential connectivity of the BNST and amygdala was again 394 

observed to all areas reported above. These additional analyses support the conclusion that the 395 

connectivity results are not driven by regionally differential motion sensitivity. 396 

 397 

Relation to risk factors for anxiety-related psychopathology 398 

Average childhood maltreatment scores in our healthy young volunteers were similar to previous 399 

community based samples (Scher et al., 2001), with considerable variance (CTQ mean: 32.9, SD = 6.5, 400 

range 25-56). Childhood maltreatment scores correlated positively with trait anxiety scores 401 

(Spearman rank correlation; Rs = .39, p < .001), in line with the relevance of childhood maltreatment 402 

levels to adult well-being.  403 

To assess whether our predictors of stress-related psychopathology might influence the BNST and 404 

amygdala response to shock anticipation and confrontation we correlated childhood trauma and trait 405 

anxiety values to our 4 parameters of interest (2 regions x 2 stages of extracted activation for our 406 
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anatomical ROIs). After correction for multiple comparisons (Bonferonni adjusted critical p-value = 407 

.05/ 8 tests = 0.004), a positive correlation between childhood maltreatment scores and BOLD signal 408 

changes in the bilateral amygdala during shock anticipation remained (Rs = .31, p = .001; no other 409 

significant correlations: p’s > 0.083). This finding was confirmed in a voxel-wise analysis which also 410 

returned a positive correlation between shock anticipation BOLD in the amygdala and childhood 411 

trauma scores (voxel-wise peak: x = -20, y = -2, z = -24; pFWE =.019; See Figure 5A-C). Anatomical 412 

probabilities indicated the correlation cluster lies at the border of the superficial and basolateral 413 

amygdala (Pexcess SFA = 1.61; BLA = 1.09; CMA = 0.49). Interestingly the correlation between 414 

childhood trauma and anticipatory BNST BOLD response was near zero (Rs = .07; Figure 5B) and, 415 

more importantly, a direct statistical comparison (Steiger, 1980; Meng et al., 1992) revealed the CTQ 416 

correlation was indeed stronger for the amygdala (z = 2.7; p = .007). Follow-up analyses revealed that 417 

the amygdala correlation was primarily driven by the emotional neglect and abuse subscales (Rs = 418 

.31, p = .001 for both, other subscales Rs < .15), likely related to the fact that physical and sexual 419 

abuse were highly uncommon (average less than one point above minimum). Median split analysis 420 

further revealed that only subjects with higher childhood maltreatment scores showed significant 421 

amygdala BOLD increases during shock anticipation (high: t(52) = 2.9, p =.005; low: t(54) < 1, n.s.; Figure 422 

5C-D).  423 

 424 

Discussion 425 

The current study provides a new demonstration that human defensive responses are a chain of 426 

dynamic neural reactions rather than a single uniform response (Blanchard et al., 1990; Fanselow, 427 

1994; Low et al., 2008; Mobbs et al., 2010; Grupe et al., 2013). Shock anticipation and confrontation 428 

with the actual outcome were found to be associated with opposite cardiac reactions and distinct 429 

neural responses. Functional MRI analysis indicated a switch from predominant BNST activity during 430 

shock anticipation to predominant amygdala activity during shock confrontation, reminiscent of 431 
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findings in rodents with comparisons between phases of sustained and acute anticipation (Walker et 432 

al., 2003; Miles et al., 2011). The consistent distinct functional connectivity that we observed for 433 

these regions could be instrumental in instantiating appropriate behavior during these different 434 

defensive modes. Finally, we found that childhood maltreatment is linked to a shift in the activity 435 

balance between these regions during shock anticipation.  436 

A dissociable cardiac and neural response to shock anticipation and confrontation 437 
Across species, the sighting of a potential threat in the distance initially requires further evaluation. 438 

When confrontation with the danger subsequently draws near, this mode may need to be replaced 439 

by immediate action. The heightened environmental awareness required in the anticipation phase 440 

was previously linked to phasic cardiac deceleration whereas a switch towards action has been 441 

associated with phasic cardiac acceleration (Obrist et al., 1970; Bradley, 2009; Low et al., 2015). In 442 

line with these findings, we observed that anticipation of potential future shock was linked to 443 

bradycardia and actual shock administration was associated with tachycardia. The heart is under 444 

complex parasympathetic and sympathetic control (Iwata and LeDoux, 1988). Our results indicate a 445 

relative shift towards sympathetic dominance when a threat becomes concrete. Although the 446 

current study did not include any overt behavioral measures, previous literature suggests such a shift 447 

might support flight/fight behavior (Bradley, 2009) and may reduce impact of painful stimuli 448 

(Garfinkel and Critchley, 2016).  449 

We probed the neural circuits associated with the two distinct defensive modes, focusing on the 450 

BNST and amygdala mainly due to their demonstrated importance in non-human studies. During 451 

shock anticipation we found activation of a ventral striatal region that matched the location of the 452 

BNST in two samples. The BNST is a small region that surrounds the internal capsula like a ring and 453 

can be challenging to definitively identify using conventional neuroimaging techniques (Fox et al. 454 

2015). Thus, the current study utilized an independent anatomical definition from ultra-high 455 

resolution MRI research (Avery et al., 2014). While our study is limited due to the relatively low 456 
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functional MRI resolution (Gungor and Pare, 2016), the peak activation observed during shock 457 

anticipation was consistent with this previously identified anatomical location.  458 

We found no evidence for amygdala activation during shock anticipation despite observing robust 459 

psychophysiological defense reactions at this stage (see also Klumpers et al., 2015). We observed 460 

robust amygdala responses in the same experiments to shock however, demonstrating our fMRI 461 

acquisition method was sensitive to amygdala responses. The lack of amygdala activation during 462 

shock anticipation may appear counterintuitive given previous evidence from particularly rodent 463 

research that the amygdala plays a critical role in driving threat-related defensive reactions during 464 

anticipatory states (Davis and Whalen, 2001; Davis, 2006; Davis et al., 2010), yet a lack of amygdala 465 

activation is not uncommon among human shock anticipation studies (c.f. Mechias et al., 2010; 466 

Fullana et al., 2016  for meta-analysis). One explanation for stronger amygdala involvement in non-467 

human experiments during anticipation is that threat intensity is typically higher, and ambiguity 468 

lower, than in human studies (Dunsmoor et al., 2007), indeed in our current studies we used 469 

reinforcement rates of 33% and 16% which creates considerable ambiguity. While our finding of 470 

robust amygdala activation during acute confrontation matched rodent evidence, it deserves 471 

mention that the rodent studies typically investigated acute threat reactions in the immediate period 472 

before a threat occurs. Here, we investigated the actual aversive outcome and found a similar 473 

pattern. A limitation to this finding is the lack of a tactile non-threatening stimulus to serve as a 474 

control in our shock confrontation fMRI contrast. Such a control would provide a more specific test of 475 

the neural regions involved in responding to an aversive outcome. Nevertheless, our data are 476 

consistent with a broader human literature demonstrating amygdala responding to acute, 477 

unconditioned affective stimuli (Davis and Whalen, 2001; Zald, 2003), and with variation in amygdala 478 

responses during more ambiguous, conditioned states of shock anticipation (Indovina et al., 2011). 479 

Of note, our findings also align with the well-known role for the amygdala in learning to predict 480 

threat (Bechara et al., 1995; Johansen et al., 2011; Klumpers et al., 2015a) with strongest activity at 481 
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the actual moment when sensory information regarding acute danger and threat-predicting cues 482 

converge (Johansen et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011).  483 

Dissociating roles of the BNST and amygdala 484 
Both the BNST and amygdala have been described as critical for autonomic and neuroendocrine 485 

control in the context of threat. With similar anatomical connections, these regions may both serve 486 

as an intermediate between higher order emotion processing regions (e.g. medial prefrontal cortex 487 

and hippocampus) and regions more directly involved in instantiating defensive responses (e.g. 488 

brainstem and hypothalamus) (Davis and Whalen, 2001; Crestani et al., 2013). The current data 489 

support previous evidence for extensive crosstalk between the two regions (Oler et al., 2012; Avery 490 

et al., 2014; Torrisi et al., 2015; Oler et al., 2017). However, we demonstrate that these regions also 491 

differ in the relative strength of functional connectivity to a number of brain regions. Also after 492 

checks for potential residual movement effects, our results appeared robust and match well to 493 

previous findings from anatomical and functional studies into these regions. 494 

The BNST exhibited greater functional connectivity with medial prefrontal cortex, caudate, thalamus 495 

and hypothalamus. All these regions have been consistently shown to have strong functional and 496 

structural connections to the BNST (Avery et al., 2014; Kruger et al., 2015; Torrisi et al., 2015; Gorka 497 

et al., 2017). During anticipation, tight BNST connections to the striatum and prefrontal cortex might 498 

help predict potential outcomes and plan appropriate action. Connectivity between the BNST and 499 

hypothalamus could initiate long-lasting endocrine responses but also fast autonomic reactions such 500 

as bradycardia. Indeed, rodent studies report a modulatory role for the BNST in cardiovascular 501 

reactions, linking its activity to bradycardia (see Crestani et al., 2013).  502 

The amygdala was found to have greater functional coupling with the visual cortex, orbitofrontal 503 

cortex, hippocampus and brainstem which all have demonstrated structural and functional 504 

connections to the amygdala (Price, 2003; van Marle et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011). This amygdala 505 

network may mediate instantaneous responses to incoming stimuli during acute danger and 506 
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strengthen memories associating threat cues with danger. While we did not have the resolution to 507 

disentangle different brainstem regions, the regions found to connect stronger to the amygdala here 508 

encompass the periaqueductal gray and locus coeruleus. Both are known to drive heart rate changes 509 

(e.g. see Lovick et al., 1995; Hermans et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014). Moreover, human amygdala 510 

activity is linked to tachycardia (Critchley et al., 2005; Hermans et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2015) and 511 

amygdala inactivation in the rodent can block tachycardia (Nalivaiko et al.; Oscar et al., 2015), 512 

suggesting a potential causal role for the amygdala in driving tachycardia during acute danger via 513 

brainstem regions.  514 

Our final question concerned individual differences in the recruitment of the BNST and amygdala 515 

during both defensive modes. We found initial evidence that early life stress affects the dynamic 516 

activity balance between the BNST and amygdala. Specifically, individuals who experienced more 517 

childhood maltreatment showed amygdala hyper-activation during shock anticipation. We could not 518 

link this neural change to physiological reactions because childhood maltreatment scores and HR 519 

recordings were not available in the same subjects. However this finding does dovetail with research 520 

showing that in more fearful subjects, the characteristic heart rate deceleration during shock 521 

anticipation is replaced by heart rate acceleration (Klorman et al., 1977; Hamm and Vaitl, 1996; 522 

Hamm et al., 1997). Interestingly, also amygdala-dependent threat learning is boosted after stress in 523 

a well-known animal model of post-traumatic stress (Rau et al., 2005). Our findings also match 524 

previous findings of trauma-related amygdala hyper-activation during the processing of emotional 525 

faces (McCrory et al., 2011; van Harmelen et al., 2013) and extend these by showing amygdala hyper-526 

activation during shock anticipation. This is important because excessive threat anticipation is a 527 

primary symptom across anxiety disorders (Barlow, 2000; Grupe and Nitschke, 2013). Together with 528 

this previous work, our data suggests that the brains of individuals at risk to develop 529 

psychopathology respond to distant threat almost as if confronted with acute danger, particularly 530 

when a genetic predisposition in the form of the 5-HTTLPR short allele is present. Heritable 531 

hypermetabolism of both the BNST and amygdala has been demonstrated in rhesus monkeys high in 532 
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anxious temperament following threat exposure (Fox et al., 2015b; Shackman et al., 2017). Our 533 

initial, correlational finding needs to be replicated and extended to clinical populations yet 534 

tentatively suggests that early life stress may in interaction with genetic predispositions cause a 535 

psychobiological vulnerability to show exaggerated defensive responses to distant threats causing a 536 

variety of fear- and anxiety-related symptoms (Barlow, 2000). 537 

Conclusion 538 
In conclusion, this study reveals a shift in activity balance from the human BNST to the amygdala 539 

when moving from a mode of threat anticipation to confrontation. Combined with previous work, 540 

our findings indicate that together the BNST and amygdala orchestrate a chain of neural processes 541 

leading to distinct defensive responses. The balance in the relative contribution of either structure 542 

may shift based on the proximity of a threat, enabling appropriate responses via connectivity with 543 

specific effectors. Childhood maltreatment might cause this shift to occur more readily, and this 544 

suggests a potential mechanism for how early life stress predisposes individuals to be hypersensitive 545 

to potential future threats. 546 

 547 
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 756 

Figure legends 757 
Figure 1 Shock anticipation and confrontation are associated with opposing cardiac reactions, indicative of distinct 758 

defensive modes. Heart rate change to stimulus onset (t = 0) is plotted relative to a pre-stimulus baseline (t = -1s). Threat 759 

cues (blue line) indicating the possibility of forthcoming shock administration are associated with heart rate deceleration as 760 

compared to safe cues (light gray). Conversely, the shock administration was followed by rapid heart rate acceleration 761 

(red). Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate significant differences relative to the pre-stimulus 762 

baseline as indexed by paired t-tests, statistics relative to the safe cue are reported in the main text. ***, p < .001; **, p < 763 

.01; *, p < .05. 764 

 765 

Figure 2 Voxelwise whole brain fMRI results for study 1 (N= 108; top row) and study 2 (N = 70; bottom row) projected on 766 

a coronal slice (y=-1) of an anatomical template image. Across studies, shock anticipation (threat cue vs. safe cue) is 767 

consistently associated with BOLD fMRI responses in the basal forebrain region encompassing the bilateral BNST (left 768 

column) whereas shock confrontation (shock vs. baseline) produced robust bilateral amygdala BOLD responses (right 769 

column). Images shown at whole brain P < .05 family-wise error corrected except for study 2 -anticipation phase- where the 770 

threshold is p < .005 uncorrected to show the significant activation of the BNST (FWE small volume corrected p <. 05).  771 

 772 
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Figure 3 Extracted mean contrast values for the anatomically defined bilateral BNST (in blue) and amygdala (red). (A) The 773 

anatomical mask used to define both structures plotted on an anatomical template image. Across studies, shock 774 

anticipation (threat vs. safe cues; B+C) was associated with greater activity in the bilateral BNST whereas shock 775 

confrontation was linked to higher bilateral amygdala activity (D+E). Error bars represent standard error of the mean. A.U. = 776 

arbitrary units; *** = p <.001, ** = P < .01, * = P < .05. 777 

 778 

Figure 4 Regions with stronger connectivity to the BNST than amygdala (in blue) and regions with more pronounced 779 

coupling to amygdala than BNST (red/yellow). Consistently stronger BNST coupling is found to the striatum, perigenual 780 

anterior cingulate cortex and hypothalamus whereas the amygdala showed consistently stronger connectivity to visual 781 

cortex, hippocampus, and to the brainstem. All connectivity is displayed on consistent sagittal and axial slices of a template 782 

image (x = -15 and z = -14) whole brain corrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel level (pFWE < .05). 783 

 784 

Figure 5 A) Voxels in the bilateral amygdala with significantly stronger activity during the threat versus the safe cue for 785 

subjects with higher childhood maltreatment scores (P < .005 uncorrected for illustrative purposes). B) shows this 786 

correlation for the bilateral amygdala (in red) and BNST (in blue) defined anatomically to avoid inflated correlation due to 787 

non-independence (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009; Vul et al., 2009). The correlation was significantly stronger in the amygdala 788 

(see main text). Non-parametric spearman rank correlations are reported here to protect against the impact of extreme 789 

values. Median split analysis (C) demonstrated that only subjects with relatively high childhood maltreatment scores 790 

showed amygdala BOLD increases during shock anticipation. BNST BOLD increases occurred in both groups. Note: 791 

maltreatment scores were only available in sample 1. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. *** = p <.001, ** = P 792 

< .01, * = P < .05. 793 
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 802 

 803 

 804 

 805 

Table 1. Whole brain results for BOLD responses associated with shock anticipation, whole brain voxel-wise 806 

FWE-corrected (P < .05) unless specified otherwise and described in order of strongest activation. For highly 807 

robust results SPM gives no discrete Z-score, in these cases Z-values read >8. 808 

 Peak Coordinates 
(MNI) 

Cluster Size 

(voxels) 

Foci 

Z Values 

 X Y Z   

Shock anticipation (Threat > Safe)      

Sample 1 (n = 108)      

L+R insula / inferior frontal gyrus / rolandic operculum / 

Thalamus / BNST / midbrain / brainstem 

-28 26 4 8729 >8 

L+R middle cingulate cortex / (pre)SMA (dmPFC) -4 -4 48 3635 >8 

L precentral gyrus / post central gyrus -36 -10 58 1746 >8 

R inferior parietal lobule 64 -38 26 1759 >8 

R precentral gyrus 42 2 40 738 7.1 

R SMA 2 -8 68 2 6.3 

L SMA -8 -6 66 1 6.1 

R middle cingulum 12 -24 42 114 5.8 

R SMA 16 2 66 1 5.7 

L medial frontal gyrus -10 46 54 38 5.6 

R middle frontal gyrus 30 42 22 50 5.5 

R inferior parietal lobule 40 -46 40 33 5.4 

R SMA 14 10 68 1 5.3 

L middle temporal gyrus -50 -52 8 11 5.1 

R SMA 14 16 64 1 5.0 

R cuneus 16 -64 38 4 5.0 

L post central gyrus -20 -28 64 1 4.7 

L amygdala* -20 0 -12 35 4.3 
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R amygdala* 22 0 -12 3 3.4 

Sample 2 (n = 70)      

L+R middle cingulate cortex / anterior cingulate / preSMA 

(dmPFC)  

-7 10 42 57 5.1 

L supplementary motor area (SMA)  -18 -4 70 6 5.0 

L insula / inferior frontal gyrus -35 18 7 24 4.9 

R SMA 18 -7 74 14 4.8 

L inferior parietal lobule -60 -28 24 3 4.6 

R rectal gyrus 4 32 -18 1 4.6 

L inferior frontal gyrus 21 24 -14 1 4.6 

R Post Central Gyrus 28 -42 70 1 4.5 

R insula / inferior frontal gyrus 42 24 4 1 4.5 

R BNST*  7 4 0 1 2.7 

L BNST* -7 0 4 2 2.7 

FWE, family-wise error; L, left; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; R, right; SMA, supplementary motor area; dmPFC, 809 
dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; BNST, Bed Nucleus of the Stria Terminalis. *FWE small volume corrected for the bilateral 810 
anatomical mask after an initial voxelwise threshold of p <.005 811 
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 825 

 826 

 827 

 828 

Table 2. Whole brain results for BOLD responses associated with shock confrontation. Highly similar results 829 

were obtained for shock vs. threat and shock vs. safe contrasts. All results are whole brain voxelwise FWE-830 

corrected p < 0.05 and described in order of strongest activation (Z-values). 831 

 Peak coordinates 
(MNI) 

Cluster 
size 

Foci 

Z values 

X Y Z (voxels)  

Shock confrontation (Shock > ITI) 

Sample 1 (N = 108)      

R + L amygdala / inferior frontal gyrus / temporal pole / lingual 

gyrus / superior temporal gyrus / vermis /  rolandic operculum / 

hippocampus / insula / thalamus / inferior temporal gyrus / 

supramarginal gyrus / posterior cingulate / cerebellum / R BNST 

22 -2 -16 16996 >8 

L+R precuneus / L+R cuneus /L+R  calcarine 0 -78 50 1091 >8 

L middle temporal gyrus -56 -60 10 561 7.4 

R+L anterior cingulate 2 26 30 1299 7.3 

R middle temporal gyrus 60 -56 4 376 7.0 

R+L middle cingulate 2 -14 36 107 6.8 

L post central gyrus / precentral gyrus -48 -34 58 85 6.3 

R inferior frontal gyrus 48 44 0 89 5.7 

Left pons  -12 -30 -26 18 5.7 

Left cerebellum -18 -42 -46 17 5.6 

Left cerebellum -34 -54 -50 19 5.4 

Left cerebellum -4 -28 6 1 4.8 

Right thalamus 6 -28 6 1 4.8 
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Left insula -36 2 12 1 4.8 

Sample 2 (N = 70)      

L superior temporal gyrus/ temporal pole / insula /  

middle temporal gyrus / rolandic operculum 

-60 -21 18 655 >8 

R+ L cingulate gyrus / post central gyrus / precentral gyrus 0 4 42 762 >8 

R rolandic operculum / post central gyrus / superior temporal gyrus 

/ amygdala / insula /hippocampus / parahippocampal gyrus 

52 -28 21 2314 >8 

L hippocampus/ parahippocampal gyrus -18 -24 -10 27 >8 

L+ R thalamus 0 -4 7 65 >8 

R middle + superior temporal gyrus 60 -60 7 76 6.7 

R fusiform gyrus / inferior temporal gyrus  56 -63 -21 75 6.5 

L amygdala -21 0 -14 8 6.2 

L+ R cerebellum 0 -49 -21 13 5.8 

L cerebellum -18 -42 -49 5 5.3 

L precuneus -4 -42 52 8 5.2 

R cerebellum 21 -46 -49 3 4.8 

L temporal pole -42 24 21 1 4.6 

L middle temporal gyrus -56 -70 -7 1 4.6 

R BNST* 7 0 4 1 4.3 

L BNST* -7 0 4 1 3.1 

FWE, family-wise error; L, left; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; R, right; BNST, Bed Nucleus of the Stria Terminalis. *FWE 832 
small volume corrected for the bilateral anatomical mask after an initial voxelwise threshold of p <.001. 833 
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 839 

 840 

 841 

Table 3. Whole brain results for functional connectivity differences between BNST and amygdala. Results are 842 

whole brain voxelwise FWE-corrected p < 0.05 in each sample and are described in order of strongest 843 

activation. 844 

 Peak coordinates 

around (MNI) 

Cluster 
size 

X Y Z  

BNST > Amygdala      

L+R BNST, caudate, perigenual cingulate cortex, thalamus, 

midbrain, superior frontal gyrus 
-7 3 0 4282 

R superior temporal gyrus / rolandic operculum /  precentral gyrus / 

posterior insula 

50 -15 7 439 

L hypothalamus -3 -7 -14 5 

L+R hypothalamus 0 -4 -18 5 

L corpus callosum / middle cingulate -8 -20 26 43 

R cerebellum 18 -50 -21 150 

R white matter / insula 29 -35 18 38 

R superior temporal gyrus, middle temporal gurys 56 -38 14 482 

L calcarine gyrus / lingual gyrus -4 77 14 257 

R inferior frontal gyrus 29 25 -4 27 

R corticospinal tract / Inferior frontal gyrus 29 35 -4 86 

L cerebellum -4 -41 -20 6 

L white matter -46 -35 -4 5 

R inferior Parietal gyrus -47 -46 51 11 
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Amygdala > BNST     

R amygdala, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, midbrain, 

inferior frontal gyrus 
25 -3 -18 2476 

L amygdala, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, midbrain -21 -4 -18 1104 

R thalamus 21 -14 7 86 

R brainstem 11 -32 -21 38 

L cerebellum / fusiform gyrus -24 -71 -18 573 

L Inferior frontal gyrus -35 21 -17 27 

L brainstem -14 -38 -42 65 

R orbitofrontal gyrus, rectal gyrus 11 18 -18 139 

L hippocampus -21 -35 7 64 

R orbitofrontal gyrus 11 45 -18 5 

L inferior temporal gyrus -53 -32 -24 16 

R inferior temporal gyrus 53 -29 -25 16 

L thalamus -18 -17 4        21 

L+R brainstem 1 -35 -25 11 

L brainstem -11 -32 -28 6 

L+R brainstem 0 -35 -35 5 

FWE, family-wise error; L, left; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; R, right; BNST, Bed Nucleus of the Stria Terminalis. 845 
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